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There is however, a new human activity that is challenging the
‘empty’ nature of these lands. All across the American deserts
there are plans for industrial-scale solar energy production—
within no place more so than in western Nevada. As it turns
out, the Biden administration is keeping the Trump administration rules, that gutted many protections of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), to fast track applications for six
huge solar projects that will cover nearly 100 square miles of
public land with photovoltaic panels.
Alongside these facilities is the likewise expedited proposed
high-power electrical transmission line that would run through
the state called ‘The Greenlink West Transmission Project.’
According to the desert conservation group Basin and Range
Watch: “If this 525 kiloVolt long transmission line were to be
built, it would open up nearly every basin in southwestern Nevada from Reno to Las Vegas to large-scale solar energy project development.”
The changes Trump made were designed to suppress public
scrutiny, and speed up approval of mineral extraction, pipe line
and highway projects. Biden is using this same expedited process for the goal of permitting 25 gigawatts of renewable energy
on public lands by 2025. While Biden’s ultimate goal of 100%
carbon pollution free energy by 2035 is commendable and necessary, it is being done at the expense of our public lands and
those lands being overwhelmingly in the desert.
A couple of times a year I drive through the Mojave north of
California City and each time I do, I am amazed by the everexpanding acreage of solar panels. When I look from nearby
hills, I see a desert with so many solar arrays that they look like
water on a vast lake. The trick to the eye is truly remarkable; and
distressing too, since the ‘empty’ of the place is no longer.
Of course, as much as this visual blight bothers my sense of
aesthetic, it is nothing compared to the devastation these solar farms bring to the land and its animal and plant life. The
Nevada projects will grade thousands of acres of wilderness,
turning it virtually inhabitable for its animal residents (including endangered species) and making fertile ground for invasive
plant species.
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Desert Survivors - Experience. Share. Protect.

Desert Survivors is an affiliation of desert lovers committed to experiencing,
sharing and protecting desert wilderness wherever we find it. We recognize
the places we love to explore will not remain wild unless we give others the
opportunity to experience them as we do and unless we remain vigilant and
active in our efforts to monitor and preserve them.

The ‘lake effect’ at the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm, CA. Light reflected from
photovoltic panels looks like water; fooling the eyes of people and waterfowl,
often with deadly consequences for the birds when they attempt to land.

To truly fight climate change the world will have to convert, in
a large extent, to solar-generated electricity. Advances in solar
panel technology, along with energy efficiency measures make
this a feasible goal. The issue is where to place the solar arrays.
Solar electric power, collected near the point of use, on already
disturbed land—rooftops, over parking lots—is indeed possible
and it does not upend the desert wilderness.
In Nevada, the proposed ten-square mile Beaty Energy Center
would run right to the limits of the ghost town Rhyolite and
surround the Titus Canyon entrance to Death Valley National
Park with thousands of solar panels. This is just one of what
would be hundreds of similar solar farms necessary to achieve
our carbon-free goals. This is just too much of a burden to be
placed on our nation’s ‘empty’ lands.
—Nicholas Blake
The desert lost a true friend when Bob Ellis died on August 7,
2021. Bob had a paramount role in Desert Survivors from 1990
through the 2000’s. He was a trip leader, board member, and editor of The
Survivor for many years. He worked
on many environmental issues, wrote
scoping comments for Desert Survivors, and served on the BLM’s Desert
Advisory Committee as one of its few
pro-environmental members. A more
complete memoriam is in preparation. Please send any remembrances
to ingridcrickmore@earthlink.net.
Bob Ellis

Cover: Kelly Fuller out on the playa at Teels Marsh, Nevada
looking for water but only seeing mirages. Photo: Lynne Buckner

Photo: Lynne Buckner

Perhaps the most enjoyable aspect when visiting the desert, is
viewing vast panoramas of dry, rocky landscape. When seeing such a sight people will often comment on how ‘empty’ the
land looks. Most Desert Survivors know that the land is not
really empty—that it contains vibrant plant and animal life, and
historic and prehistoric relics and such—but what these viewers
are mostly saying is the land shows no evidence of human activity. There are no buildings or towns or farms. The lack of water
makes it near impossible for humans to eke out sustenance in
the desert, and as a result the view from the desert can be wild
as far as the eye can see. It is a wonderful scene.
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This year Desert Survivors is trying something different by hosting our
AGM retreat in the desert, at the Valley of Fire State Park in Nevada. The
Valley of Fire is known for its stunning red Aztec sandstone displaying a
varied array of shapes and textures, and the sunsets are matchless. We
have a full slate of hikes and activities planned. Join us for a wonderful
week in this Mojave marvel.
Want to go?
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Contact Marisa Seaman - seaman@desert-survivors.org
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Our Annual General Meeting will take place in our
camp on Wednesday morning October 13, 2021

Stacy Goss
goss@desert-survivors.org

We will disscuss organizational issues, hear reports from board members
and elect a new board of directors. You do not have to take part in the
retreat to attend the meeting. All members are encouraged to join in. We
want you to be there! Further details will be announced via email.
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_________________________
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The responsibility of the contents and the opinions expressed in this journal is exclusively of the
author(s). Desert Survivors is not responsible for errors in the content or any consequences arising from
the use of information contained in it. The opinions
expressed in the articles in this journal do not necessarily represent the views of the Desert Survivors.
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Public protest of the proposed drilling in Lone Pine, CA.
The conflict continues. In April 2020 the 11th mining company in 30 years—K2 Gold of Vancouver,
Canada—announced plans to prospect for gold on Conglomerate Mesa. The company requested approval
to construct miles of new road and to drill 120 exploratory cores at 30 sites. The threat of an open-pit,
cyanide-leech mine on 22,500 acres of Mojave wilderness has been met by vigorous and vocal opposition
from local Indian tribes, residents of Inyo County and people across the globe. Public scoping of the project
took place in the summer of 2021. This fall Ridgecrest BLM will issue either a Draft Environmental Impact
Statement or an Environmental Assessment for the project.
This seemingly ceaseless struggle goes on. The real end will come when Conglomerate Mesa is given permanent protection with wilderness designation. This cannot come soon enough.
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My
Week
in the
Silver
State

Their campsite, with a view of snow covered
Boundary Peak.

by

Lynne Buckner
It was late-March 2021 and The Five Star
Indian food truck in Fallon, NV was the
rendezvous location for myself and an old
Desert Survivors friend. We would be
meeting for the first time in 12 years. I had
lost touch with Kelly since she changed jobs
with one environmental group or another;
however, two weeks before, she had contacted me about an issue we both had been
following—the proposed lithium mine at
Thacker Pass. When she said she wanted to
travel about Nevada for a week, I signed on.
We arrived within minutes of each other at
the food truck.

Venturing onto the playa at Teels Marsh.

After eating some very delish Indian curry cooked and served by
a delightful woman, we headed out, hoping to get to our destination before dark. We had planned to visit Berlin Ichthyosaurus
State Park or Teels Marsh/Marietta ghost town. The weather was
unsettled and snow flurries were expected so we decided on the
lower elevation Teels Marsh. The area, also known as Marietta
Wild Burro Range, is a 68,000 acre home to about 100 burros.
It was established in 1991 by the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) on the 20th anniversary of the Wild Free-Roaming Horses
and Burros Act.
As we drove on a well-maintained dirt road toward our destination, we immediately saw groups of burros. We went over a small
pass and started descending into a broad valley with an expansive playa called Teels Marsh. It didn’t look much like a marsh
to me, since there was no water or lush greenery associated with
marshes. Further along, an angelic white burro family of two
adults and one youngster stood silently by the road observing us.
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It was as if I was looking at ghosts. Since we were caravanning
with two cars, I only slowed down. The image of these ethereal creatures returned to me over and over like a spiritual vision
throughout our stay. And though later I searched for them, they
were not to be found.
Emblematic of the pressure on public land in Nevada, Teels
Marsh is now being explored as a potential site for lithium extraction. Two multinational mining companies have staked claims
on over 9,900 acres of lakebed, for possible salt brine pumping
and evaporation ponds.
Wanting to avoid trespassing on private property and armed with
BLM maps and a hunting app on her phone, Kelly found us a
camping place on the playa by some sand dunes. The winds were
blowing. Kelly spent an hour or more staking out her tent in the
gusts and I arranged my vehicle for sleeping. We ate leftovers
from Five Star for dinner and retired as the sun set.

Three photos of Foster’s Duffy Landing Cabin: The spectacular view and
gravesite in its front yard; its clean and well-kept kitchen; the house sits halfway up a desert mountain slope.

The next morning I awoke to howling wind and blowing snow.
It wasn’t until 10:30 AM that we were able to emerge from our
shelters. I was able to light my stove for making tea. When Kelly
came out, I was pleased she reported being cozy in her tent, and
content to spend the day reading and writing. I was happy to just
hang out and relieved that she didn’t want to pack up and leave.
As patches of blue sky started appearing, with snow flurries continuing and warmed by tea, I decided to go for a stroll. We were
surrounded by the Excelsior Mountains. Off in the distance I
could see the snow-covered Boundary and Montgomery Peaks.
The shrubs near our camp weren’t showing any life but the rabbit
brush by the dunes were greening up. I discovered an abandoned
bulldozer and something looking like a derelict weather station.
We spent the rest of the day happily reading, writing, contemplating our surroundings, and recuperating from the long drive, work
and life in general. Only one vehicle drove by us that day.

The next day we hiked to the nearby ghost town of Marietta, then
out into the playa. I had a request from a friend to see if there was
any water on the playa. Gazing into the distance, it looked as if
there was water, but somehow we could never reach it. Finally, we
concluded it was only a mirage. There were however, lots of pine
cones in the dry lakebed, and concluded they must have washed
down from trees in the surrounding mountains durng a flash
flood. We also found numerous mining claim stakes, but with no
identifying information. It was not until evening, that one dirt
bike drove by us.

Except where noted: All photos in this article by Lynne Buckner

The following morning, the storm seemed to clear. We had noticed a building high up a mountain slope with a road to it that
was steep and rugged. We chose to hike it. At 6014 ft elevation we
arrived at Foster’s Duffy Landing Cabin— a place with a fantastic
view and a grave marker decorating the front yard. We found a
log book inside that indicated the Foster family built this cabin
years back, and recently remodeled it. The Fosters were interested in local history and named the cabin after “Duffy”–– a man
who sold burros to local miners in the 1800’s. Duffy had no other
connection to the cabin. There were a few mining claims nearby
that the Foster family seemed to own, but there was not a mine
associated with the cabin. The structure was clean and well kept
inside, with a nice Wedgewood stove, an icebox and funky furnishings.

Remnants of a weather station in Marietta, NV.

As we were departing the cabin, the wind picked up and snow
flurries reappeared. We were happy we brought our jackets and
wool hats, as a full-blown snow storm socked us by the time we
got back to camp. Again, saw only one vehicle total for the day.
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The campers woke up to this scene.
Left photo: This motel in Mina, NV
once saw better times.
Right photo: A public park in Hawthorne,
NV featured decorative wind spinners
made from Army bomb casings.

Friday morning rolled around and we packed up camp. We
stopped in Mina, NV so I could photograph the iconic motel sign
where rooms were $25 a night and Kelly could make contact with
her family and job. Next stop was Hawthorne, NV for gas, a stop
at the Napa Auto store for oil and duct tape and more phone calls
and internet. On the way out of town we stopped at a public park
with good clean bathrooms, and whirlygigs made out of munitions casings, as the town is home to the Hawthorne Army Depot.
By nightfall we approached Thacker Pass in Northern Nevada—
where I was going to spend a few days at the protest camp. Kelly
decided to head home to Oregon early and try to beat a snowstorm predicted for the Cascade Mountains. We pulled off the
road onto BLM land and camped, putting off the protest camp
till morning. Kelly spotted a beautiful ferruginous hawk with a
prominent white breast on the nearby telephone pole.
The next day we woke to the singing and calling of meadowlarks.
Kelly helped me find the protest, and we said our good-byes. On
arrival, I met Will—a young attorney from Colorado who with
his friend Max took on the fight to save Thacker Pass from destruction by an open-pit lithium mine. Camp was pretty empty
as Max was away and two other campers were leaving. I headed
off for a hike to a nearby plateau. I was out for a few hours and
observed some early spring wildflowers and a golden eagle flying
below me when I reached the top of a plateau.
The day was Saturday and upon returning to camp I was overwhelmed to find that camp population had swollen to at least
20 people! Having not been around this many persons for quite
some time, I retreated to my car and considered leaving, feeling
overwhelmed and suddenly shy. Eventually, Ian from the Progressive Leadership Alliance of Nevada came over to talk to me.
He explained that people from his organization came from Reno
to meet with members of the Ft. McDermitt Paiute and Shoshone
Tribe, as well as other protestors.
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A fellow from Winnemucca showed up because he was interested
in an engineering job with the mining company and wanted to
hear what the protesters had to say. Some people from the American Indian Movement, gave him grief for even considering such
a job. He came over to talk to me about Jeeps since we were both
driving one. He ended up giving me good car advice.
By Sunday afternoon almost everyone had departed. It was back
to me, Will and a new long-term camper Paul. Paul had driven
from Georgia to join the protest. He too was motivated by a deep
ethical commitment to the land and ecological concerns, as well
as indigenous rights. In Georgia, he lived off the grid with his
family and practiced and taught food sovereignty—a concept I
wasn’t all that familiar with. He was going to review legal documents and write during his month long stay.
That evening a truck arrived with two tribal members: Eddie and
his grandson Deon Buffalo Horn. They brought a supply of food
which included beef stew, Indian fry bread (in this case homemade biscuits) and peach pie. They expressed gratitude and solidarity with the protestors. We shared a meal and conversation
while observing deer browsing nearby in the sage.
On Monday, I said good-bye to Will and Paul and headed home
to San Francisco. I would recommend traveling to Nevada if you
want to get away from the crowds of the exceedingly popular California deserts. It is still possible to visit unheard-of public lands,
with playas, mountain ranges, cabins, ghost towns, old cemeteries, mining ruins, burros and countless unexpected surprises and
delights. Now is the time to go before Nevada is sacrificed to
expanded lithium mining, solar and wind development and other
corporate interests in the name of green energy. These are on top
of a gold mining boom, relentless Las Vegas expansion, and ongoing attempts to drain desert aquifers to support mining and urban
growth. The wave of development that is coming is massive, and
few people outside the state are aware of its scale.

Thacker Pass, Nevada contains the most significant resource of lithium ore in the United States––a deposit estimated at 179 million tons. The site is
located on public land administered by the United States Bureau of Land Management (BLM).
In January 2020 the Canadian corporation Lithium Americas announced plans for a massive open pit mine and ore processing facility at the site called the
Thacker Pass Lithium Project. The proposed project area would cover 17,933 acres of land, with a disturbance footprint of 5,695 acres. The company
estimated a mine-life of 41 years. The operation would excavate hectorite clay and separate lithium salts from other minerals using a sulfuric acid process.
This is different than the more conventional brine extraction/evaporation pond mining for lithium.
Thacker Pass is the traditional homeland of the Fort McDermitt Paiute and Shoshone Tribe. The pass is called Peehee mu’huh in the Paiute language,
meaning ‘rotten moon’. This name derives from a massacre that occurred at this location in the 1800’s when a band of Paiute families were killed; their
rotting remains were later discovered by surviving members of the band during a full moon. Today’s tribe members are said to be the descendants of two
families of the survivors, who managed to hide, and avoid being murdered or deported to far off reservations.
On January 15, 2021 the BLM issued a decision approving the Thacker Pass Lithium Project. On the same day protestors began occupying the site.
Members of several tribes have protested the mine, citing threats to land, water, wildlife, hunting and gathering areas, and sacred sites. Local ranchers
and a coalition of environmental groups have stated the decision was fast-tracked, that the public input process was questionable, and laws protecting
wildlife were violated. They filled two lawsuits against the mine that have since been merged to one. Two tribes plus a group of tribal members have joined
them in the lawsuit. The Fort McDermitt Paiute Shoshone Tribal Council initially had a project engagement agreement with Lithium Americas, but the
council responded to a petition from tribal members by voting unanimously to withdraw from that agreement, and to sue the BLM for violations of federal
law in allowing the project to proceed. To date they have not sued.
										
–– the Editor, Wikipedia, BLM Record of Decision

The story of the Thacker Pass protest continues. There are at least
two Facebook pages devoted to the issue. The New York Times
ran a front-page article on the movement. Indigenous opposition
to the mine has grown and it is now opposed by the National
Congress of American Indians and the Inter Tribal Council of
Nevada. The Reno-Sparks Indian Colony, Burns Paiute Tribe and
Atsa koodakuh wyh Nuwu/People of Red Mountain have joined
a lawsuit filed by local rancher Ed Bartell and four environmental
organizations (Western Watersheds Project, Great Basin Resource
Watch, Basin and Range Watch, and Wildlands Defense) challenging the Bureau of Land Management’s fast-tracked approval
of the mine. Issues include threats to sacred sites and ancestral
graves, water contamination, and already imperiled wildlife that
will be displaced or killed by the mine and its groundwater drawdown. You can follow these developments on Facebook sites: Protect Peehee Mu’huh and Protect Thacker Pass.
In September 2021, a federal judge decided that excavation of
cultural resources and Indigenous artifacts can begin on site, ruling against tribal consultation before the digging took place. The
judge has already said no to the environmental groups’ motion
asking that the excavation be postponed until after the end of the
lawsuit, but now three of the tribal groups have filed a new motion asking for a pause. They are extremely concerned that their
ancestors’ graves could be dug up, especially since the BLM has
not shared the locations of the excavations. Depending on the
judge’s final decision on the lawsuit, the BLM’s approval of the
mine could be overturned.

Photo: Protect Tacker Pass Facebook

Photo: Max Wilbert, Protect Tacker Pass Facebook

Members of Fort McDermitt Tribe protesting in Orovada, NV.

Above photo: Native
American teenagers
demonstrating at
Thacker Pass.
Right photo: Protest
organizer Will Falk
(on left) set up an
occupation camp
the day the BLM
announced its
approval for
the mine.
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Retired physics professor and long-time Desert Survivor Len Finegold loves Death Valley. He travels there from his home in Pennsylvania as often as he
can, and takes delight that on July 10, 1913 a temperature of 134°F (56.7°C) was recorded at Greenland Ranch (Furnace Creek) giving it the meteorological record for being hottest place on Earth.
In recent years there have been new assessments of the 1913 record’s validity, and new information on Earth’s temperature. NASA satellites with sensors
that can accurately measure the ground temperature have indicated that, in the past two decades, the Lut Desert in Iran routinely had the highest surface
temperatures of any place on the planet. On July 16, 2018 a scorching ground temperature of 177°F (80.8°C) was recorded there. In a paper published
in 2020, the researchers declared the Lut Desert as the “Thermal Pole of the Earth.”
Len Finegold has written a series of articles for The Survivor on the Death Valley record. In 2016 he proposed a tongue-in-check scheme to set up weather
stations in places with high surface temperatures in an attempt to beat the Death Valley record; however in an article published in the Fall 2020 issue he
reluctantly conceded that the Lut Desert––in far away Iran––was probably the world’s hottest place. And so it went.
In May 2021 Len sent me word of an article written by Richard Stone in the magazine Science. There was an interesting revelation in it. There was another
desert on Earth where the satellites discovered its ground temperature matched the 177°F (80.8°C) of the Lut Desert. Wow! Where was this hot spot? In
the Sahara? Or Arabia? “It had to be some place remote, exotic and inaccessible,” I thought. 							
										
––Nicholas Blake

GETT I N G W A R M E R

A Mexican hot spot, a possible Death Valley record,
and a revived plan to find the most torrid place.
email exchanges

Len Finegold - Nicholas Blake
On May 23, 2021, at 7:54 PM, To: Nicholas Blake
Did you see this on new record heat? This is the team I’ve
been following. Richard Stone wrote a good Science article
about the team. That the Sonoran is that hot, is new.
Cheers, Len
My bumper sticker: Have you thanked a green tree today?
On May 29, 2021, at 7:54 PM, To: Len Finegold
Thanks for sending me this information on the hottest surface
temperature places on Earth. I am delighted to see that the Sonoran
Desert has a spot just as hot as the Lut. Hooray for North America! I
would love to know the exact place the satellite measured the temperature (the GPS coordinates.) I will write the authors of the paper
to see if I can get the info.
Happy Memorial Day,
Nick

June 18, 2021, at 1:11 PM, To: Len Finegold
I have not gotten any response on the coordinates of the Sonoran Desert hot spot. I may try
writing one of the other authors of the paper requesting the information. I am really curious
of the location and what sort of surface features (such as dark rock or sand) might contribute
the high readings.
							Happy solstice, Nick
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June 18, 2021, at 1:24 PM, To: Nicholas Blake
July 2, 2021, at 1:28 PM, To: Yunxia Zhao
- University of California Irvine

Yes, any heat absorbing surface would raise the temperature as seen by a satellite. All the
more reason for you to lead a Desert Survivors land trip for ground truth.

Please could you tell us the approximate
location of the highest temperature area
in the Sonoran desert––from your paper
in the Bulletin of American Meteorological
Society? Needed so we can describe your
work in a desert magazine.
Many thanks,

Someone must sell portable thermometer boxes (Stevenson Screens). I suspect an electronic
kitchen thermometer would be good enough; one could calibrate it in melting ice and in
boiling water. Strictly speaking, measurements should be taken at the same time as the satellite goes overhead and in summer; satellite paths are typically made months in advance.

Len Finegold, Physics
Drexel University, Philadelphia, USA

Cheers, Len

My bumper sticker: Have you thanked immune system today?

July 2, 2021, at 4:54 PM, To: Len Finegold
Thank you very much for your interest in our paper, I greatly appreciate it. The
hottest temperature of 80.8°C is observed on July 12, 2019 in the Sonoran Desert
(longitude -113.35391, latitude 31.8497684) and on July 16, 2018 in the Lut Desert (longitude 58.86210899, latitude 29.6399128). Please feel free to let me know
if you have any questions.
						Sincerely, Yunxia
Left photo: Satellite
image of the place
in Sonora Desert,
Mexico, where the
hottest land-surface
temperature has been
observed—tying the
same reading from the
Lut Desert in Iran.

Photo: Google Earth

July 2, 2021, at 7:38 PM, To:
Yunxia Zhao - U.C. Irvine

Photo: Coin World

Many thanks for fast reply. It’s
a few miles south of Organ Pipe
Cactus National Monument. I
camped in Organ Pipe last November with two sons and one
granddaughter, (11 years old) in
one leaky tent. It rained. Now
have much better tent. We shall
of course share with you all what
we write up.
Cheers,
Len, Drexel University

July 3, 2021, at 1:24 PM, To: Len Finegold
I found the place on Google Earth. It is about 14 miles south of the U.S. border. As
we guessed, the ground here is very black in color, and obviously volcanic.

Image on a Mexican 200 peso note.

The site is not all that far from Mexico Highway 2—the paved road that runs near
the international border. I have traced dirt roads that make it possible to drive to a
quarter mile of the exact hottest place. I do not know if it advisable to travel there,
but it would be fun to stand on the spot of such record heat. This is so exciting!
Nick
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July 11, 2021, at 1:24 PM, To: Nicholas Blake
My sons and I are thinking of camping in Death Valley around Xmas. Any idea
if it’s most crowded at that time? (I recall peak time is Easter.)
You’ve seen news items that Death Valley approached record temperature levels?
Cheers, Len

August 2, 2021, at 1:24 PM,
To: Len Finegold

Photo: Mexico Daily News

August 2, 2021, at 4:30 PM, To: Len Finegold

I have been able to archive weather reports from the areas near the Sonoran hot spot on July 12,
2019. The town of Los Vidrios—about 13 miles northwest—it reached 114°F (45.5°C) that day.
In nearby El Pinacate—18.5 miles south—it was 113°F (45°C). I also looked into weather reports
from towns near the Lut hottest spot on July 16, 2018. In the town of Bam—50 miles southwest it
reached 108°F (42°C). In Keshit, Iran—50 miles northwest—the temp was 108°F (42°C).
I actually expected higher air temperatures these days. It could be that the very hot ground surface has less of an effect on air temperatures than one would think. This might mean that Death
Valley is the more probable hottest spot on Earth. The champ may not be dethroned after all.

Photo: Wikimedia Commons

Above photo: Crater El Elegante, in the Gran
Desierto de Altar Biosphere Reserve.

The Sonora hot spot is within
a World Heritage site called
the El Pinacate and Gran
Desierto de Altar National
Biosphere Reserve. It is also
just 2 miles from Crater El
Elegante—which is the largest
volcanic crater in the area. An
image of the crater adorns the
new Mexican 200-peso note.
It looks as though Americans
can travel to the location safely.
Perhaps I will pay it a visit.
			
Nick

Stevenson Screen* shelters meteorological
instruments from rain, wind and sunlight.

Nick
August 4, 2021, at 9:00 AM, To: Nicholas Blake

Good sleuthing. This is prima facie evidence that satellite and ground temperatures may differ. I tried looking up Los Vidros and El
Pinacate weather stations, to ask them how often they read the thermometers, how housed, etc. I cannot find anything. I suspect they
don’t exist, and temperatures are interpolated from weather models. (Example: Vidal Junction, CA forecasts are based on Parker, AZ.)
As I wrote up in my last article about satellite ground temperature sensing, I recalled again that a weak point in the reasoning chain is correlating the satellite and ground truth temperatures. That was why long ago I suggested a Desert Survivors trip to the Lut desert. When
the Morteza Djamali expedition (referenced Stone at the end) went there in 2014 and announced a 141°F (60.5°C) air temperature reading, they did not use a proper instrument shelter and the thermometer was just 12 inches (30 cm) from the ground.
Happy gravitational waves, Len		
In 2016 weather historian Christopher C. Burt, working with climatologist William T. Reid, published a
paper disputing the July 10,1913 Death Valley 134°F (56.7°C) world air temperature record. Mr. Burt
concluded that such a high temperature was not consistent with weather conditions in the region in
July 1913, that temperature readings from surrounding weather stations did not correlate with the observation in Death Valley, and the best explanation for the record high temperature was observer error.
The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) still holds the 1913 Death Valley observation to be the
record high; however, if Mr. Burt’s arguments were to disallow this finding, then the verifiable 130°F
(54.4°C) reading in Death Valley on July 9, 2021 would be the new world record.

1913 record heat observer Oscar Denton.
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Photo: Popular Science Magazine, Sept. 1922.

Photo: Bancroft Library

Death Valley weather station in 1922.

Fun Fact: The Stevenson Screen was invented by author Robert Louis Stevenson’s father.

It might be interesting to set up a thermometer in Death Valley at a site
with dark-colored rock. There are places near Furnace Creek that might
be suitable. It makes sense that a reading from Death Valley dark ground
would top Furnace Creek with its lighter colored surface.

Photo: Google Earth

August 6, 2021, at 4:30 PM, To: Len Finegold

Before embarking, we should gather data on the difference in air temperature in a Stevenson Screen shelter as compared to the ground surface—testing dark colored rock, but also light earth and plant cover.
Good quality infrared thermometers, for the ground readings, are affordable. This all seems so rudimentary; someone must have already
done research along these lines.
If testing shows that there is a significant difference in air temperatures
over a dark or lighter surface, then I bet we could find a new highest
temperature record. It might even top the 134°F (56.7°C) from 1913
(although our finding would surely not be recognized by WMO.)
This would be so much like a Mythbusters episode. - Nick
August 14, 2021, at 8:19PM, To: Nicholas Blake
Below photo: You
Ideally, for calibration, you would first want to compare readings of the National Park Furnace Creek thermometer
with the one we provide, placed as close as possible to the Furnace Creek weather station. We should also get the sat- can build your own
Stevenson screen
ellite temperature at the same time; this is not trivial, ‘cos the satellite scans are typically programmed well in advance. using panels from a
As I think more on it, that arranging simultaneous ground and satellite measurements is the hardest part. It may well louvered closet door.
be that Yunxia et al. have already done this for existing ground stations, of lower temperatures of course.

The recent (July 9, 2021) Death Valley measurement looks good. The thermometer was a thermistor, which is solid
and rugged. (I used one, calibrated by the National Bureau of Standards.) The readings were sent automatically
hourly to a satellite. (It may be that one pays one’s nearby camping fee via a satellite link.) 				
														
Cheers, Len
August 16, 2021, at 4:19PM, To: Len Finegold
September 6, 2021, at 9:11AM,
My idea here is to make preliminary ground and air temperature obTo: Len Finegold
servations without involving others (i.e. the park service.) If it looked
like there was some merit to dark earth = higher air temps I suppose
Although the holidays are months away,
we could take it to the next step.
I may be able to see you when you are in
Death Valley in December. My daughter
This research does not try to answer the question, “Is the air above
usually travels from DC to visit with me
the hot spots in the Lut and Sonoran Deserts hotter than the world
in California, and it possible we could
record?” The hot spot in Sonora is surrounded by of hundreds (thou- meet up with you.
Nick
sands?) of acres of very black rock. The Lut Desert is a huge expanse
of dark colored ground. Such large extents of heat absorbing earth
September 8, 2021, at 11:10PM, To: Nicholas Blake
would have to warm the air above it. It might be worthwhile to contact
Mexican researchers and encourage them to study this in the Sonora.
I hope we can meet in Death Valley around this Xmas, together
with my two sons, one 13-year-old granddaughter, and another
Both you and I are proud that our beloved Death Valley holds the reDesert Survivor. I was first there in December 1962, drove
cord for being the world’s hottest place; and yet, the search for a more
there from Berkeley, CA in a VW Bug. We expected it to be
sizzling site is intriguing. It would be so gratifying (and fun) if we
warm. Water froze at night. We froze too. I have learned since!
could contribute to this inquiry.
Nick
Cheers, Len
FURTHER READING:
Death Valley Hits 130 Degrees as Heat Wave Sweeps the West, Matt Craig
and Sophie Kasakove, The New York Times, July 10, 2021.
Move over, Death Valley: These are the two hottest spots on Earth, Richard
Stone, Science Magazine, May 19, 2021.
Global Patterns of Hottest, Coldest and Extreme Diurnal Variability on
Earth, Yunxia Zhao, Hamid Norouzi, Marzi Azarderakhsh and Amir
AghaKouchak, Bulletin of American Meteorological Society, May 10, 2021.

Some Like It Hot, Leonard Finegold, The Survivor, Fall 2020
The incredible ecosystem of Earth’s hottest spot, Richard Stone, Science
Magazine, December 15, 2016.
An Investigation of Death Valley’s 134°F World Temperature Record,
Christopher C. Burt, Wunderblog Archives, October 24, 2016.
The Search For The Hottest Place On Earth, Leonard Finegold, The Survivor, Fall 2014.
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This review began several years ago with a chance visit to the Museum
of Western Film History in Lone Pine, CA. Passing time before a Desert Survivors trip, Chuck McGinn and I spent a wonderful afternoon
at this tribute palace to everything ever filmed in the Alabama Hills,
from early silent movies to Quentin Tarentino’s Django Unchained. To
our surprise, we discovered each of us was a hopeless fan of Western movies. I love them all: traditional Westerns with cowboys and
cowgirls, quirky Westerns, comedies, and modern twists on the old
themes; revenge, doomed love, redeemed love, and “no man in the
wrong can stop a fellow in the right who just keeps a-comin’.” I’ve tried
in my set of desert favorites to include some of each. Bonus at the end:
As you’ll see from the comments, Chuck and I may not always agree
on favorites, but we were typically united on the stinkers; a short list of
Worst Desert Films.
—Barbara Bane
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She Wore a Yellow Ribbon - 1949

Director: John Ford; Cast: John Wayne, Joanna Dru, John Agar;
Locations: Monument Valley, Moab, Mexican Hat and Kanab, Utah,
Kayenta, Red Mesa and Teec Nos Pos, Arizona.
Story: In the aftermath of General Custer’s ‘encounter’ with Native
Americans, John Wayne is sent on a mission to stop a massive attack
but is also charged with evacuating the women folk.
What could go wrong?
BB: Very traditional Western and worth it for the scenery alone; also if
you’re into rousing US Cavalry music. I’m a sucker for cavalry trooping.
CM: A plot device involves a young socialite “on tour” sowing tension
among the officers; but it has no bearing in the story of Wayne’s character in his last days before retirement trying to stop an Indian war.

film criticism by

Barb Bane (BB) & Chuck M

The Tall T - 1957

Director: Budd Boetticher; Cast: Randolph Scott, Richard Boone, Maureen O’Sullivan;
Location: Alabama Hills.
Story: Kidnap of a millionaire mine owner’s daughter. Scott’s character is in the wrong
place at the wrong time.
BB: This is Scott at his best: quiet, decent, and so very competent. Adapted from an Elmore
Leonard short story (he wrote a number of Westerns early in his career) and directed by Bud
Boetticher, this is probably the best movie in a great series of five Westerns Boetticher did
with Scott. Richard Boone plays the strangely sympathetic leader of outlaws who kidnap and
ransom a ranch foreman (Scott) and a honeymoon couple. One of my top favorites.
CM: Lush Alabama Hills scenery but, more than most, the characters inhabit the landscape
and don’t just use it as set dressing. Scott is caught up in something that he doesn’t want any
part of but his character and basic decency comes out in subtle shades as he tries to finesse
his survival. I totally agree with Barb’s comments. This may be the best of the bunch.

Bad Day at Black Rock - 1955

Director: John Sturges; Cast: Spencer Tracy, Robert Ryan, Anne Francis, Ernest Borg
Brennan; Locations: Alabama Hills, Lone Pine, Mojave Desert.
Story: One-armed stranger arrives in desert town asking questions. Uses verbal jiu-jit
BB: Film noir at its best in this non-traditional Western. Spencer Tracy fights killers an
racists to honor a debt from WWII. Dark and slowly creepy; the desert landscape adds
CM: This is modern, post WWII, but because of location and throw-back character fe
ern. There is Lee Marvin twirling his pistols in his signature slouching way, Ernest Borg
his best bully and Walter Brennan dispensing his best folk wisdom. The opening scene
Pacific train stopping in a tiny, run-down town on the “Jawbone” line through the East
is tuned to a perfect pitch for the desert in a town run by a killer. As one of the few exc
movie is not about vengeance but about redemption. I give it all the stars.
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Ride Lonesome - 1959

Director: Budd Boetticher; Cast: Randolph Scott, Karen
Steele, Pernell Roberts, James Bert, Lee Van Cliff, James Coburn; Locations: Olancha Dunes, Alabama Hills.
Story: A rich and complicated story of a bounty hunter bringing an outlaw to justice. Or is he?
BB: Another Boetticher revenge movie, but it is not so easy to
root for Randolph Scott. Nothing in Burt Kennedy’s screenplay is what it seems at first glance. The story reveals its twists
bit by bit as characters change their stripes. Also starring an
old tree in a supporting role.
CM: Clean and crisp revenge. Beautiful opening scene of
the Alabama Hills with the Inyos in the background. Has the
usual complications of Outlaws, Indians and a Blonde.

Treasure of the Sierra Madre - 1948

Director: John Huston; Cast: Humphery Bogart, Walter Huston, Tim Holt;
Locations: Mojave Desert, many Arizona locations, Sonora, Mexico.
Story: Humphrey Bogart is busted flat in Mexico. He and a partner join a smoothtalking prospector (Huston) to mine a lucrative gold vein. The catch? First they have
to get there, then fight off bandits and each other to keep it.
BB: The great Walter Huston plays a grizzled prospector in his last role. And, of
course, that unforgettable line about badges. Desert mountains, dirt, heat, burros—a
classic desert movie plus the Yucatan.
CM: This movie is very much a claustrophobic stage play with Walter Huston in the
role of the devil.

7 Men from Now - 1957

Director: Budd Boetticher; Cast: Randolph Scott, Gail Russell, Lee Marvin;
Locations: Owens River, Lone Pine, Alabama Hills, Olancha Dunes.
Story: A disgraced former sheriff seeks to avenge the death of his wife in a
Wells Fargo holdup. Cross-purposes and old secrets complicate his revenge.
BB: A great revenge movie.
CM: This movie is one of my favorites. Trigger Alert: It has possibly the
worst movie song ever created.

Yellow Sky - 1948

Director: William A. Wellman; Cast: Gregory Peck, Anne Baxter, Richard Widmark; Locations: Death Valley, Alabama Hills,
Owens Lake.
Story: A band of bank robbers on the run from the US Calvary
flee into the desert. Thirst, gold and romance complicate things.
BB: I take a pass on this one; didn’t see it.
CM: GREAT desert scenery with early scenes in Death Valley,
later moving to the Alabama Hills. Shot in masterful black and
white. Tough as nails desert woman.

Photos and illustrations provided by
studios to promote the motion pictures.

n

My parents and all my family have always been movie fans. They took me as an infant
and my first memory of a movie was in 1956: Swamp Women by Roger Corman. I was
three. From then on, I was hooked and my Dad and I went to many Westerns and
other movies. Barb is exactly right that I rediscovered my love for Westerns when we
went to the Museum of Western Film History. I had seen many of them as a child and
it brought back good memories. I drew the original lists of best Westerns from many
internet lists and crossed them with what I could find on movies shot in deserts. These
are not necessarily the best or completely shot in deserts, but they are what rose to the
top as our favorites.
—Chuck McGinn
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Johnny Guitar - 1954

Director: Nicholas Ray; Cast: Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden, Mercedes McCambridge; Location: Sedona, AZ.
Story: Saloon entrepreneur hopes to build a town on a railroad line. Mysterious Stranger arrives. But is he a stranger?
BB: Joan Crawford (!!) plays a strong female lead as a saloon
keeper. Also with my favorite tough guy, Sterling Hayden.
CM: Not a strong desert background, but a fun story.

Cheyenne Autumn - 1964

Director: John Ford; Cast: Richard Widmark, Carroll Baker, Karl Malden,
Sal Mineo, Ricardo Montalban, James Stewart, Edward G. Robinson; Locations: Monument Valley, Arches National Park, Mexican Hat, Utah.
Story: Cheyenne get fed up with their treatment on the reservation and journey back to their ancestral home. The US Army is sent to retrieve them.
BB: Sorry, but can’t get over the incongruity of using the Cheyenne theme in
a Navajo southwestern landscape. He meant well in this sympathetic portrayal, but why, John Ford? And Sal Mineo as a Native American lead – really?
Not my favorite, but the desert scenery is as stunning as the story is tragic.
CM: One of the saddest movies I’ve ever seen. A way of life disappears while
John Ford distracts with absurdities.

Red River - 1948

Director: Howard Hawks; Cast: John Wayne and Montgomery Cliff, Walter Brennan;
Locations: All over Arizona (23 locations), Sonora, Mexico
Story: John Wayne’s character abandons a wagon train and a woman he claims to love to an
Indian raiding party. He murders vaqueros and steals land to start a ranch. Fourteen years
later, in a down cattle market, he starts a cattle drive on the Chisholm trail to ‘Missoura’. He
steals his neighbors’ cattle and rebrands them as his own. There are conflicts along the way.
BB: Macho John Wayne and sensitive Montgomery Cliff – what a match made in father/son
hell! Polar opposites duke it out on a cattle drive. Easy to root against Wayne in this one.
CM: John Wayne as an aging sociopath.

Nevada Smith - 1966

Director: Henry Hathaway; Cast: Steve McQueen, Karl Malden, Brian Keith,
Suzanne Pleshette; Locations: Krotz Springs, New Orleans, Alabama Hills, Bishop,
Laws Station, Owens Valley, Cerro Gordo, Olancha Dunes.
Story: As a teenager, Nevada Smith witnesses the murder of his parents in a dispute
over gold. Circumstance pushes him into the depths of obsession for vengeance.
BB: Steve McQueen makes this movie for me. Great piece of acting.
CM: This story comes from a side story in the Harold Robbins novel The Carpetbaggers. It is undoubtedly the only movie with major scenes in a Louisiana swamp and
a California desert. One of my favorites. The biggest leap is where Steve McQueen
plays a teen at the beginning of the movie. The first scene filmed in Cerro Gordo.

Mystery Road - 2013

Director: Ivan Sen; Cast: Aaron Pedersen, Hugo Weaving;
Locations: Winton, Queensland, Australia
Story: Native Australian detective Jay Swan is trying to solve the murder of a young girl found on
a lonely stretch of outback highway. He functions in this movie a bit like a US Marshall in the old
west. He is ostracized by his fellow detectives for being native and mistrusted by the native community for working with the whites. He stumbles onto all manner of crime and almost everyone
is involved. Spun off a marvelous TV series starring Aaron Pedersen and the great Judy Davis.
BB: This is my absolute favorite modern Western—maybe the most powerful movie I saw in this
favorite list. Pedersen plays brooding Jay Swan as a man emotionally ripped between obligations
to his people, neglected family, and the law he upholds. The largely indigenous cast is marvelous,
but the deadly scenery may be the strongest character in the film. The heat is always palpable.
CM: One of the most amazing shoot-out scenes in any Western, ever.
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The Quick and the Dead - 1995

Director: Sam Raimi; Cast: Sharon Stone, Gene Hackman, Russell
Crowe; Locations: Filmed in fake towns all over Arizona.
Story: Sheriff of Nottingham calls for archery contest to root out Robin
Hood. Except with guns.
BB: Russell Crowe’s American debut, and a very young Leonard DiCaprio.
Sharon Stone as a rare lady gunslinger – yes!! Totally worth the price of
admission for the ending gunfight scene with see-through bullet holes.
CM: Campy.

Once Upon a Time in the West - 1968

Director: Sergio Leone; Cast: Henry Fonda, Charles Bronson, Claudia Cardinale, Jason Robards;
Locations: Monument Valley, Andalucia, Spain, Moab, Utah, Kayenta, Arizona.
Story: Skullduggery around land “acquisition” to complete a railroad.
BB: Long and tedious. Gratuitous violence. Don’t like spaghetti Westerns much, but this is definitely
one of my least favorites, even if it did influence later directors like Scorsese and George Lucas.
CM: I think the pacing of this movie is the sticking point for most people. To me, it simply has the
pacing of an Italian opera. Once you get into the rhythm, it’s fine. It has a long arc of revenge, excellent acting, great cast, character development and events that start widely separated but slowly narrow and move to a tightly focused conclusion. The presence of the desert is apparent in every scene
of this movie and I think it is the best of the 25 movies I watched for this report.
While doing the research for this article, Barb and Chuck heard that these Western desert films were great movies. They queued the
films on Netflix, gave them a look, but came away with contrary views. Here is Barb and Chuck’s list of:

Least Favorite Western Desert Movies

—The Editor

Welcome to Hard Times -1967

Director: Burt Kennedy; Cast: Henry Fonda, Janice Rule, Keenan Wynn; Location: Thousand Oaks.
Story: Lone gunman rapes, pillages and burns town. Plucky prostitutes rebuild and await his return.
BB: Henry Fonda plays a coward. The biggest Debbie Downer Western ever. Depressed for two days
after watching this. But if you’re a Fonda Fan, this is a unique must-see because it may be the only
time in his long career that Fonda didn’t play a good guy.
CM: Except for Once Upon a Time in the West.

High Plains Drifter - 1973

Director: Clint Eastwood; Cast: Clint Eastwood, Verna Bloom, Marianna Hill;
Locations: Mono Lake, Winnemucca Dry Lake, Inyo National Forest.
Story: The Mysterious Stranger stands up to the town’s bully and is hired by the town
to protect them. The townspeople pay a price.
BB: Surreal and confusing plot, sets, action. Unwinds like a bad reverse spaghetti Western without the dubbing; written and directed by an American instead of Sergio Leone.
CM: This plot wants to be so Ronin samurai, but it’s really like Babette’s Feast if she
poisoned the townspeople. I expected more from the director but the music was very
science fiction-y, some of the key scenes were sadistic and the treatment of women was
barbaric. It was a Western filmed on the very shore of Mono Lake (imagine the paperwork) but it just wasn’t a good movie.

Cowboys and Aliens - 2011

Director: Jon Favreau; Cast: Daniel Craig, Harrison Ford, Olivia Wilde;
Locations: Santa Fe, Randsburg, CA.
Story: Aliens arrive in the West, ca. 1873. Cowboys and Indians join forces.
BB: An interesting idea that could have gone somewhere, but alas, just ends
up dumb. With a pan of popcorn and some adult beverages, still a fun time.
You can always throw popcorn at the screen at the dumbest parts.
CM: Daniel Craig can walk on water in the Bond franchise. Here, he is lost.
The concept is so good and the movie is so bad.

––
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Traipsing
the
Ruby
Crest
by Stacy Goss

In August 2021 I embarked on my third
attempt to hike the Ruby Crest Trail. It is
not that this is a particularly difficult trek,
hundreds of hikers successfully complete
it every year, it’s just that unusual circumstances kept getting in the way. My first try
was in July 2019 as a co-leader for a Sierra
Club backpacking trip, where we got turned
back due to the heavy snow and ice. In 2020
I was scheduled to try it again with friends,
but I had to attend to my mother who fell
and was hospitalized—putting the kibosh
on that attempt. So there I was, in 2021,
back at it.
Two friends and I had set dates and a plan
for the hike months in advance. We would
meet up at the south end of the trail at Harrison Pass and trek north 35 miles over four
days, ending at Lamoille Canyon. Shortly
before we were to embark, severe weather
hit the area that caused a minor debris flow
over our exit road. The mud and rock were
cleared within hours, but we decided to
postpone the trip by a day to let the mountains dry out.
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The Crest, and its glorious sky.

Photos this page: Stacy Goss

The Ruby Mountains are a beautiful glacially carved range that rises just south of
Elko, NV. Spanning the range is a backpacking path called the Ruby Crest Trail. In
years past, Desert Survivors sponsored two
trips to the Ruby Crest Trail: the first in July
1994, led by Dave Holton, and the second in
July 2003, led by Craig Deutsche. The 2003
trip was quite eventful; a dramatic thunderstorm blew up while the group was hiking
high on the crest with no place to duck for
cover. After visiting the area myself, the
crest is really the last place I would want to
be during lightning.

Chris Gorzalski & Stacy Goss all smiles in the high country.

The day we were scheduled to meet, my
husband Gerry and I had time to drive to
the northern take-out point at Lamoille
Canyon. But 10 miles short of the road’s
end, we came upon a barricade and a Forest Service employee standing guard to tell
us that there had been multiple new debris
flows the day before and the road was again
closed. She did not know when it would reopen, but said it would be at least “a couple
of days.” She mentioned an alternate trail
that could get us hikers to a road and would
only eliminate the last 3-4 miles of the trail.
Gerry and I decided to check out this exit
point. We drove to the eastern side of the
Rubys and found the road to the trailhead;
however, the road became so rough that we
decided to turn around. At least we knew
where the alternate exit was.

The next morning my companions and I
began the hike—full of hope for completing
the entire trail, but having a Plan-B escape
route just in case. Gerry would be picking
us up in our truck at the trail’s end. On the
last night of the backpack, I would use my
InReach satellite communications device to
find out from Gerry where we would meet.
Being early in August, we missed the prime
flower display by a week or two. The giant
yellow blooms of the Mule’s Ears that I had
seen in the earlier trip and had covered the
hillsides of Green Mountain were mostly
spent. It was still a pretty walk with great
views, and we would eventually see flowers
later in the trip. We hiked seven miles and
set up camp at South Smith Creek. A short
day.

Photo: Stacy Goss

should come out the Lamoille Canyon trail.
I replied that we would be at the trailhead at
11:00 AM the next day. That night, the wind
came up and blew the smoke from the California fires over the Rubys, making it smell
like we were surrounded by campfires. The
next morning the visibility had been cut in
half. We packed up early and made our way
over Liberty Pass and down into Lamoille
Canyon, passing many pretty lakes in a
densely forested area along the way. If it
hadn’t been smoky, it would have been nice
to stop and take a dip.

Below photo:
Taking in the basin
and range view.

Photo: Chris Gorzalski

rounding the blue waters
and we all took a swim, annoying the many trout.

Both of the write-ups of the previous Desert Survivor trips mentioned the presence
of cattle at the southern end of the trail.
Probably due to the current drought, we
saw only a single cow and her calf—unlike
the hundreds I witnessed here in 2019. I
was surprised that both articles asked the
question, “Why are cattle allowed to graze
in wilderness areas?” I won’t ask that question again. The reason is because grazing in
federal wilderness land is authorized in the
1964 Wilderness Act. The act’s proponents
had to give a little to get the bill passed, and
grazing was one of those things that was
given. Committee chairman Wayne Aspinall of Colorado had refused to let the bill
out of his committee unless grazing was allowed, and he successfully stalled the bill for
three years. According to George Wuernthner in Wildlife News, “Livestock production
occurs in 330 designated wildernesses in
the lower 48 states covering approximately
10 million acres.” Desert Survivors are well
aware of the destructive environmental impact the cows bring to these lands.
The second day of the hike was also a short
day at six miles, with a destination of Overland Lake. You wouldn’t expect such a big,
beautiful lake in Nevada, but there it was.
It was Sierra-esque with granite cliffs sur-

The 1994 Survivor trip
report mentioned a large
canvas packer’s tent occupying “the most scenic
and prominent spot” on
the Overland Lake shore.
A ranger told that group
the tent belonged to a private packer who
conducted commercial trips in the area
and was allowed to occupy the campsite all
summer in exchange for a small percentage of the guide’s earnings. We came across
a very similar situation this time. Right at
the most desirable campsite was pitched a
very large North Face tent, complete with
multiple coolers, and full-size camp chairs.
Pack horses had clearly brought this gear in
and a family of five was enjoying the place.
While the canvas tent of almost 30 years ago
has been replaced by a nylon tent, the circumstances appeared to remain the same.
The third day was the long difficult day, with
15 miles of hiking and 4,400 feet elevation
gain, but it was my favorite day. Sure we had
to do some climbing, but once we got up on
the ridgeline, we felt like we could touch the
sky. The views in all directions were amazing and we relished clear blue skies with
puffy white clouds. We had great views of
the U-shaped valleys of the range—textbook examples of glacial carving. We hiked
to the top of Wines Peak, signed the peak
register, and then trekked along a gradual
decent to Favre Lake. The recent road closure must had spooked other campers away
as we had the lake to ourselves. I received
an InReach message from Gerry that we

We got to the Lamoille Canyon parking
area, which should have been jammed with
vehicles and people on a Friday morning in
August, but was instead deserted. It was an
eerie sight.
At exactly 11:00 AM, Gerry drove up in
our Tundra truck and said, “Get in, we have
30 minutes to get out of here, or the Forest
Service guy is coming to look for me.” Indeed the road was closed from mudslides,
however Gerry had been able to talk the
Forest Service crew at the roadblock to let
him by to pick us up. The route was barely
passable because of multiple mudslides, and
the crew warned him that he had to drive
out immediately. Of course, we did not see
another vehicle on the 10-mile drive out of
the canyon. The entire area, including the
campground and cabins, had been evacuated by the Elko County Sheriff.
From July 30th to August 1, 2021, over the
course of 72 hours, Lamoille Canyon received eight inches of monsoonal rains. It
was a once-in-500-year event. 6000 cubic
yards of debris covered the road and buried
multiple areas in rocks and mud as much
as ten feet deep. Fortunately, no one died
or was injured. I counted 17 debris flows
across the road on our drive out. I noticed
that where the road wasn’t buried it appeared freshly paved. It turned out the Forest Service had just finished a $900,000 chip
seal project, but now had very limited funds
available to clear the route—a job that will
go through September.
So finally, I have experienced the Ruby
Crest Trail. I was enchanted with its amazing views, its many creeks and lakes and its
remoteness. But now having seen all this, I
am curious about that alternative route the
Forest Service employee told us about.
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Right photo: One
of 17 debris flows
that the hikers
and driver had to
navigate through
on the road out of
Lamoille Canyon.
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SMALL HOME, BIG WHEELS,
DISGUSTING TRASH
Cleaning up a Mojave mess.

by Dave McMullen
In the last issue of this publication Dave
McMullen told about trading in his Berkeley
house for a Dodge camper van and touring
North America. Here is another chapter of
his adventures living on the road.
–– the Editor
While living in a van and traipsing about the country, I participated in an Owens Peak Wilderness Service Trip of April 8 & 9,
2017. We were a small group working with Bureau of Land Management representatives. The first day was spent in Sand Canyon––on the east side of the southern Sierras in Kern County—
where the original Los Angeles aqueduct crosses on its journey
southward.
Despite the pipe’s presence, it is a wonderful spot, replete with a
perennial stream, swimming hole, picnic table, and shade trees.
Thankfully, Los Angeles has not gotten its hands on this water,
and it still runs free. Red-tail hawks are known to nest in the area’s
cottonwood trees. It is also home to the Sand Canyon Environmental Education Program. Visitors can happen upon organized
groups of young school kids busily studying the area’s flora and
fauna—a heartwarming sight indeed.
But what a mess there was left behind by campers, partying yahoos, and day trippers. So much trash and graffiti! While specialists took care of the graffiti, us untrained picked up broken
glass, spent bullet casings, and litter—fishing some of it out of
the swimming hole. Among the garbage were soiled diapers and
other sanitary waste. Ugh! Truly a dispiriting, gag-me-with-aspoon experience. So why do it? Love, that’s why. A deep abiding
love for this place.
Let me elaborate.

The author at age ten.
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In 1966–1967, my father was
Chief of Security at the nearby
China Lake Naval Ordinance
Test Station. In this capacity he
established relations with the
local constables. Among them
was Sheriff Deputy Glennon,
whose family held property in
Sand Canyon. That year and the
next, clan McMullen joined clan

Glennon in harvesting Christmas trees for our respective homes
from this property.
Those two outings stamped an indelible impression of Sand Canyon’s specialness in me. Besides the excitement of the family outings, this high solitary place, remote and tucked away from the
arid expanse of the open desert below, with its wild grapes, Joshua
trees, pinyon pines, and its winter snows felt quite magical to my
8 and 9-year old self. Many returns since has deepened my attachment to this place, each visit providing solace in its wildness and
the ever-churning cycles of nature on display.
Wandering there, alone or with companions, among spring wildflowers or later in the year when the grapes are ripe or in the fall
when there’s a delicious chill in the air which itself carries the
scent of pines and sage brush is a most fulfilling experience. Returning in 2017 to help clean it up was but a little payback for the
serenity and fond memories the area has provided me.
After completing work with the Desert Survivors volunteers, I left
to camp nearby in preparation for the next day’s tasks. While leaving, I noticed the Sand Canyon Creek was extending itself further
than I remembered in previous visits. It usually disappears into
alluvium just inside the confines of the canyon, a bit downstream
of the swimming hole. However, the months prior delivered sufficient snow and rain up-slope to supply enough water to push it
outward beyond its normal grave. When I saw that it had flowed
past the second, lower Los Angeles aqueduct, curiosity overcame
me. I had to know where it ended. Parking the van, I ventured
out, following the water.
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Removing graffiti from rock face is a miserable task. Volunteers use chemical solvents to soften the paint and then scour it off with a stiff-bristle brush.

It’s difficult to know for certain, but the freshly swept sands, clear
of tracks and burrows are indicative of very recent disturbance.
It’s a rare treat to see this kind of sculpting. I find it leaves an
enticing visual aspect to the landscape, a beautifully fresh canvas for wildflowers and other flora to sprout anew. Indeed, some
seeds from desert plants require abrasion from tumbling in sandy
washes in order to sprout.
After snapping the photo, I stood watching the water fishtailing
in its course, slowly cutting a deeper and wider channel moment
by moment. As it flowed past me, portions of the bank would
collapse into the stream, the moving water slowly eating away at
the previously deposited material, only to deposit it again further
downstream, perhaps eroded to smaller pieces. Geology in action!
Visible on the left is a row of high-power electric transmission towers. A maintenance road runs alongside the towers. The water made it all the way to that road before
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Sand Canyon Creek that day.

soaking into the sands, where it spread out to form a shallow
sheet flood 30 to 40 yards wide.
This was a mile or two past its normal terminus. Reviewing aerial
photography, one can see that previous flood events have pushed
water even further out, and maybe it did so that year before my
arrival. I walked the length this outflow, wading in it, splashing
my face and body with it, and reveling in the magnificence that
is our home world. It was an ecstatic day all in all. Sand Canyon
continues to deliver.
Our next work site was in Short Canyon. This place came into my
life in the spring of 1971 during a local super bloom. I was living
in Ridgecrest then, and wildflowers were on display everywhere.
From the end of my street, to the top of the ridge southward, in
all the empty town lots, the abandoned farms nearby, and in the
median strips, flowers, flowers, flowers of many stripes and sizes.
I was 11 years old and that spring awoke me to the living desert like nothing had before. It wasn’t static after all with a pre-set
stage of actors eking out their living in the heat and dryness. A
stronger pulse of life was to be had there, albeit occasionally and
without schedule.
That spring, the large south facing wall of Short Canyon was covered with blooming California poppies, the color of which was
visible to the naked eye in town some 15 miles away. It seemed
as if orange paint had been spilled across its expanse. Curiously,
none of the other parallel canyon walls, also visible from town, were thusly adorned. Townsfolk
made pilgrimages to Short Canyon to be nearer
to the magnificent display. It was written up in
the local paper too.
Via the Maturango Museum I learned of Short
Canyon’s significance for wildflowers, a unique
biological spot where some plants from the
western slopes of the Sierra make an appearance on the eastern slope. It’s a popular spring
destination when flowers are present. Thankfully, protections were instituted to spare it from
being overrun by gawking admirers as well as
the trampling and munching of cattle. When
there’s a good bloom, you can bet the parking
lot will be jammed to overflowing.
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At some point, I stopped and looked backwards toward the
mouth of Sand Canyon and took a photograph. The stream appeared to have been flowing for quite a while, and with greater
volume previously, possibly in a flash flood event. Look at the
immediate foreground and center right. Note the traces of a previous watercourse. Perhaps I was witnessing the tail end of a more
voluminous flow.
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Left photo: The
author hiked
to the top of
Short Canyon
to be rewarded
with this view
of Coyote Spring
in Grapevine
Canyon.
Fun fact: The
United States
Geological
Survey lists 148
places in the
U.S. with the
name “Coyote
Spring.”

It’s paths, open spaces, saddles, and ridges have seen my footsteps
many times over the years, and I’ve led several Desert Survivors
trips into and through this wonderful place, albeit not necessarily
for the wildflowers. They are lesser known, and almost untrodden
reaches beyond the casual steps of most visitors to treasure within
Short Canyon and over its ridges.
Our labors in Short Canyon? Yep – cleaning up someone else’s
mess. The work went quickly and we were introduced to a cool
magnetic tool that was dragged through the sandy/ashy ground
surrounding a large fire ring. It was quite the eye opener to see
the volume of nails, screws, bottle caps, and other iron debris it
retrieved.

Although rewarding, two days of cleaning up someone else’s mess
brought a sadness to me from the reckless disregard that others
heap upon this place with their trashy one-night stands. I was left
yearning to reinforce my intimate relationship to the area. Van
life gave me the freedom to do just that.
After good-byes and farewells, I went wandering on foot high into
Short Canyon; finding a multitude of wildflowers including poppies, albeit not the awesome display of 1971. A few flowers were
new to me, but most were old acquaintances not seen for many
years. A special treat was seeing nolinas in bloom. I drank in the
views, inhaled the scents, felt searing in my lungs as I pushed up
steep slopes into higher altitudes, and just let the joyous nature of
the area seep into my bones. I quietly spent a full day adventuring
solo before reluctantly descending to my van—rejuvenated and
fortified for the night and coming days.

Photos this page: Dave McMullen

We dug out the fire pit too. Miserable dusty work. A little breeze
would have helped. Crazy how many bags it took, and how heavy

they were. And why is it some folks think it’s okay to toss aluminum cans and glass bottles into a fire? Crazy. Luckily, and happily,
the site contained relatively little litter and almost no graffiti. We
finished swiftly and disbanded early.

Mr. McMullen in his rolling home.

A Short Canyon sight: A magnificent Nolina bigelovi in bloom.
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It is because of the attentive and tireless work by folks who love
the land and its intrinsic value that it is afforded any protections
at all. I am forever grateful to those who’ve come before and left us
this legacy and to those who maintain it for the next generations
to come. May many more returns be in my future, and yours too.

According to Barb Bane, “Sally just
HATED being photographed.” It took
some digging to come up with this
picture of her, with Dave McMullen, on
a Panamint Valley car camp.

In Memoriam: Sally Greensill
Long time Desert Survivors member Sally Greensill passed away on April 6, 2021 in Kingman, Arizona after a long illness. Sally joined Desert Survivors in the 1990’s and was an experienced and
enthusiastic desert camper and hiker, participating in many of our trips over the years. I first met
her on a Desert Survivors car camp in Saline Valley in early May 2005. Surprisingly, it rained like
“The Flood”; but Sally was prepared with multiple tarps, snacks, and party beverages for all to wait
out the downpour in good style. It was so typical of her to pack everything for any occasion in that
huge boss truck of hers—from propane campfire rings to Turkish good luck charms for warding off
the evil eye.
A private person with a generous spirit and sharp dry wit, Sally wasn’t one to go on much about her
life, but it was filled with multiple adventures in her 70 years. Originally from Chicago, as a young
woman she was married for a time to a musician. She lived in various places overseas while working for the Federal Bureau of Investigation. While in Hong Kong, she helped with the evacuation
of refugees during the fall of Saigon. Back in the States, she resided at Lake Tahoe for many years,
working as an Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) dispatcher for federal agencies. In the early
2000’s, she moved to an off-the-grid cabin outside of Kingman, Arizona and later bought a house in
town to settle down while working for the Mohave County District Attorney’s office.
Sally had a special love for down-and-out animals. She was an active volunteer for local animal
rescue groups and the For the Luv of Paws Sanctuary in Kingman. She made numerous trips over
the years to unite lost dogs or transport new adoptees to owners in distant states. Her own dog
adoptions—a very large Plott hound named Moon Man and Star (an abused animal)—showed her
willingness to take on pets that were tough adoption cases. Those who knew her dogs will be glad
to hear that Moon Man was adopted by a loving family in Utah that owns other Plott hounds, and
Star went to a new owner in Kingman. Donations in Sally’s memory may be made to the nonprofit
animal sanctuary For the Luv of Paws: www.fortheluvofpaws.org.
Roam free over the desert, Sally. Miss you out there already.

—Barb Bane
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Left photo: Pov
pointing out the
“Bomber Traverse”
while backpacking
in the Talkeetna
Mts., Alaska,
August 2021.
Right photo:
Craig King at
the Mojave Road
mailbox during
his 2021 car
camp along the
historic route.

Left photo: Mike
Cardwell delivering
an online presentation about venomous
creatures for Desert
Survivors - July 2021.
There was a problem
with the sound when
answering a question
on his graduate degree,
so we added a subtitle
to the video archive of
the event.
Left photo: Neal Cassidy
on a lunch break while
backpacking in the Sierra
Nevadas - June 2021.

Right photo: 2021 finds
Jessica Rothaar happy
and well rooted in her
love of trees.
Lexine Alpert (on the right) as a volunteer for the First Presbyterian
Food Ministry distributing meals to the homeless in Oakland, CA.

Marc Eldridge & Esperanza Hernandez on a summer road trip.
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Screen shot from Dave Oline’s online presentation about the Great Basin - April 2021.

Photos From Your Trips & Events

I found this pic in the Desert Survivors archives.
Although the image is low resolution, it is too
good not to publish. —the Editor
Stacy Goss takes the plunge at
Overland Lake, Nevada - June 2021.

A happy Skip Perry high atop the Ruby Mountains crest during a June 2021 backpack.

Vernon Kuska from his Fac
ebook
page, encouraging everyo
ne to get vaccinated.

Elena Gogoleva found this iron hatchet on a
June 2021 backpack at Five Lakes Basin, CA.

Kurt Staib detained in the
Belmont, NV jail, during
a January 2021 visit to the
ghost town.
Marisa Seaman in the Valley of Fire, Nevada.

A petroglyph of a female admired by Barb Bane and
Michelle Bashin at Mt. Irish, NV in March 2021.
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Desert Survivors Membership Form
Membership dues are just $30/year, although additional donations are welcome.
You can renew your membership by filling out this form and mailing it in with a
check to the address shown below.
Name (req’d) _____________________________________________________________
Street Address (req’d) ______________________________________________________
City, State, Zip Code (req’d)__________________________________________________
Phone number: ___________________________________________________________
E-mail address: ___________________________________________________________
(Desert Survivors strives to prevent unsolicited use of members’ e-mail addresses,
and contact details, and will not knowingly allow misuse. Our email-list servers guard
email confidentiality.)
I want to renew at the following rate (make check payable to “Desert Survivors”):
____ $30 - Tortoise (basic rate) ____ $50 - Roadrunner ____ $100 - Coyote
_____$500 – Bristlecone ____$1000 - Bighorn

Desert Survivors • P O Box 20991, Oakland, CA 94620-0991

While hiking near Kanab, Utah Buck Nelson came upon a place
where he found (and left) hundreds of ancient pottery shards.

